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All Things Nature Study 

 
As we begin to linger in and wrestle with ALL THINGS NATURE STUDY, consider these excerpts, 
transcribed from Anna B. Comstock's book Handbook of Nature Study.  
 
If you’re someone who is intimated by this resource or has concerns about it, let me re-assure 
you. This beautiful resource is not a book to be memorized as law—or regurgitated on a test. 
 
It is a book of inspiration and truth.  It is a place to go to receive something, rather than a place 
that demands something from us.  All good books are like that. All subjects are like that.  Nature 
Study is not a subject at school. Nature is a source of God's love; our study helps us learn to trust 
and experience His love in nature. 
 
To offer you these quotes from the book, I am literally transcribing the text.  I am copying—word-
by-word, and phrase-by-phrase—and I am filled with the love that is for me direction and 
protection as I consider what nature study is—and what it isn't. Perhaps, you'd like to transcribe 
these paragraphs, too. 
 

The Teaching of Nature Study 
By Anna Comstock 

 
What Nature Study Is 
“NATURE STUDY is, despite all discussions and perversions, a study of nature; it consists of 
simple, truthful observations that may, like beads on a string, finally be threaded upon the 
understanding and thus held together as a logical and harmonious whole. Therefore, the 
object of the nature study teacher should be to cultivate in the children powers of accurate 
observation to build up within them, understanding.  

 
What Nature Study Should Do for The Child 
“FIRST, but not the most important, nature study gives the child practical and helpful 
knowledge. It makes him familiar with nature’s ways and forces, so that he is not so helpless 
in the presence of nature’s misfortunes and disasters. 

 
Nature study cultivates the child’s imagination since there are so many wonderful and true 
stories that he may read with his own eyes, which affect his imagination as much as does 
fairy lore; at the same time nature study cultivates in him a perception and a regard for 
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what is true, and the power to express it. All things seem possible in nature; yet this seeming 
is always guarded by the eager quest of what is true. Perhaps, half the falsehood in the 
world is due to the lack of power to detect the truth and to express it. Nature study aids in 
both the discernment and expression of things as they are. 

 
"Nature study cultivates in the child a love of the beautiful; it brings to him early a 
perception of color, form, and music. He sees whatever there is in his environment, whether 
it be the thunderhead piled up in the western sky, or the golden flash of the orioles in the 
elm; whether it be the purple on the shadows in the snow, or the azure glint on the wing of 
the little butterfly. Also, what there is of sound, he hears; he reads the music score of the 
bird orchestra, separating each part and knowing which bird sings it. And the patter of the 
rain, the gurgle of the brook, the sighing of the wind in the pine, he notes and loves and 
becomes enriched thereby. 

 
But, more than all, nature study gives the child a sense of companionship with life out of 
doors and an abiding love of nature. Let this latter be the teacher’s criterion for judging his 
or her work. If nature study as taught does not make the child love nature and the out-of-
doors, then it should cease. Let us not inflict permanent injury on the child by turning him 
away from nature instead of toward it. However, if the love of nature is in the teacher’s 
heart, there is no danger; such a teacher, no matter what method, takes the child gently by 
the hand and walks with him in paths that lead to the seeing and comprehending of what 
he may find beneath his feet of above his head. And these paths whether they lead among 
the lowliest plants, or whether to the stars, finally converge and bring the wanderer to that 
serene peace and hopeful faith that is the sure inheritance of all those who realize fully that 
they are working units of this wonderful universe. 

 
Nature Study as A Help to Health  
"PERHAPS the most valuable practical lesson the child gets from nature study is a personal 
knowledge that nature’s laws are not to be evaded. Wherever he looks, he discovers that 
attempts at such evasion results in suffering and death. A knowledge thus naturally 
attained of the immutability of nature’s “must” and “shall not” is in itself a moral education. 
That the fool as well as the transgressor fares ill in breaking natural laws, makes for wisdom 
in morals as in hygiene. 

 
Out-of-door life takes the child afield and keeps him in the open air, which not only helps 
him physically and occupies his mind with sane subjects, but keeps him out of mischief. It is 
not only during childhood that this is true, for love of nature counts much for sanity in later 
life.  

 
“And he wandered away and away, 

With Nature the dear old nurse, 
Who sang to him night and day, 
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The rhymes of the universe. 
And when the way seemed long, 

And his heart began to fail, 
She sang a more wonderful song, 

Or told a more wonderful tale.” 
 
The Purpose of Nature Study 
I offer these excerpts from Anna Comstock’s Nature Study Handbook because if we do not plan to 
offer our children a subject without first considering the purpose of the subject, we risk all our 
efforts being in vain.  

 
Thinking of education as a triangle representing the relationship of teacher, 
student, and subject, we see that traditional education has the teacher 
sitting at the top—making demands from the student who is on one point 
at the bottom, regarding the subject sitting at the other point at the 
bottom. 
 

By design, the subject sits at the top, offering something truly needed by 
the child. The teacher and the child sit side by side—in humility—"under" 
the subject. The teacher's role is to help the student develop a 
relationship of trust with that subject, and then learn to navigate that 
relationship in truth. 
 
Nature is one way God loves us. We have the responsibility and the privilege of helping our 
children receive God's love in a way that meets their needs. 
 
Nature study is not demanding something from us. Nature study is giving us all a gift. 
 

Planning a Year of Nature Study Lessons 
 
As we are considering all the details of planning for nature study, it can be helpful in advance to 
make a tentative plan for the entire school year—and them adjust as needed to the children’s 
needs and your own needs as well. 
 
I know the feeling of angst that sometimes comes when “I don’t know what I’m going to do next in 
nature study” so my suggestion is to plan for at least the first semester. There are many options—
and your personal planning should consider your availability of spaces to enjoy the study of 
nature (your own yard, a nearby park, a nature trail, access to a botanical garden, your own 
backyard garden, hiking trails…) 
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I suggest that you plan one nature study lesson each week. That does not mean the children will 
paint/dry a specimen every week.  
 
When I taught homeschool, I planned one “creative” subject each day of the week: 

• One day included picture study; another day was nature study. 
• One day, we enjoyed an art lesson. 
• Another day, we made a simple illustration on a thank-you card. 
• And one day, we enjoyed working on a long-term handwork project. 

 
I always suggest that one year in nature study is spent learning the names of all the trees in your 
own yard, neighborhood/subdivision, a nature trail nearby, or in your local area. We have 
relationships with things we know the names of—so we want our children to “make friends” with 
the outdoors. 
 
Depending on the age of your children, your study can also include learning the names of the 
flowers and shrubs in your yard—as well as the birds that live in the trees, and the insects that you 
meet when you’re enjoying time outside. 
 
I remember walking down the street one day with some students from Ambleside. One student 
spontaneously spotted a bird on the sidewalk—and said, “Look at that robin!” Another recognized 
the sound of a mockingbird nearby. It seemed natural for them to notice the birds—just as it 
would’ve been natural to notice a friend! 
 
I suggest you plan the focus of your nature study by months. You may have found a beautiful 
curriculum—and you can look at your curriculum and plan out your monthly focus. You can also 
look at the resources in nature around you to plan the focus of your studies. For example: 
 
August—Learn the trees in our backyard 
 
September—Learn the trees in our front yard 
 
October—Learn the trees in our neighborhood/subdivision 
 
November—Study the branches (and trunk shapes and branch shapes) of the trees that you’ve 
been studying throughout the fall, noticing that when you identify a tree by its leaves (and then 
the leaves disappear), it’s good to learn some other identifying characteristics! 
 
December—Study a variety of Christmas trees! 
 
January—Hang a bird feeder and study the birds you see in your backyard. Make your drawings 
include details about the shape of their feet and their beaks, as well as the details about their 
feathers. You can find these details in a good resource book or online. 
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February—Study “evergreen” trees in your yard or neighborhood—the ones that still have leaves! 
Also, near the end of the month, begin planning for spring. Read through one or two of your 
favorite cookbooks and make a list of the herbs listed in the ingredients. Visit your favorite plant 
nursery to find seeds for these herbs and plant the seeds now in small peat pots that can be 
transplanted when the weather is warmer. You can enjoy watching these herbs grow if you set the 
small pots carefully on a window ledge that gets plenty of sun. 
 
March—Keep a calendar that documents the dates that certain kinds of trees first begin to show 
buds of new growth. Take photos of buds one day at a time to show the gradual growth. The 
children can copy these drawings into their nature study journals. Notice which trees bud first, 
which trees are late to bloom, and if any trees lose their leaves in the spring as the new one 
appears and push the old leaves out! 
 
April—Study the wildflowers that grow in your area. You can get creative and find out which ones 
are edible—and use them in salads or lemonades. If the weather is warm enough, transfer your 
herb plants from your windowsill to a container garden—or an actual garden outside. Do some 
research to find out which plants grow best in bright sun or partial shade, and which ones need 
protection from rabbits or deer—if you have those living nearby! 
 
May—Integrate nature study with handwork and learn about drying and pressing flowers. Use the 
flowers to make beautiful cards for grandmothers for Mother's Day, or to make a box of stationary 
for a graduation gift. 
 
June—Do some more research on the herbs you’re growing. Discover how the herbs have been 
used throughout history. Watercolor the herbs in your nature study journal—before and after the 
flowers bloom or “go to seed.” Include some of your research on the pages with your paintings. 
 
July—Use your herbs in recipes for your own meals and make some meals as gifts to friends. Also, 
begin planning for a fall garden. Research what kind of vegetables grow well in your climate and 
make plans to start your plants from seeds—or small plants purchased at a nursery. Include in 
your research what kind of flowers added to your garden will help keep away pests. Nature study 
is a beautiful place to learn the value of interdependence.  
 

Sample Nature Study Questions to Ponder 
 
As with any subject we're studying with our children, we want to ask questions that invite them to 
join the conversation instead of worrying about getting the wrong answer. If the atmosphere isn't 
safe to explore and wonder and wrestle with ideas, it isn't safe to learn. As we conclude our focus 
on nature study, I offer these 11 questions to ask about any nature study lesson: 
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• What does this (scene, event, specimen…) tell us about God? 
• What do we know to be true by observing this (scene, event, specimen?) 
• What does this remind you of? (a parallel truth, a poem, an idea in a transcription…) 
• What do you notice? 
• What are you wondering about? 
• What is amazing about this ________? 
• What do you see that you have seen before in another (tree, leaf, flower...) we've studied? 
• How would this _____ look different in another season? 
• What animals or insects depend on this ____? 
• Which animals or insects make this _____ their home?  Or What animals or insects eat 

some part of this _____? 
• What does this _____ depend on to grow and stay healthy and strong? 

 
This is not a complete list of questions. It is a helpful list for reference. 
 

Creating A Delightful Treasure: The Nature Study Journal 
 

The focus of the student's work in nature study is beauty and 
personal growth. One delightful thing about keeping a 
journal is that we are able to literally see progress—in the 
drawings and paintings our children create—because the 
entries at the beginning of the book are less mature than 
the ones at the end. That is the goal: to see growth! 
 
As the teacher, you get to keep a journal, too. You get to 
share what you're learning about the specimen and about 
drawing and painting. You get to model "struggling well in 
truth" if drawing and painting are still new skills for you—as 
they are for most of us! 
 

Journal entries that sketch (with a pencil), draw (with colored map pencils) or paint (with 
watercolor) the specimen should work to match with intentional accuracy of the COLOR, SIZE, and 
SHAPE of the specimen. Those three things are the focus for accuracy. Journal entries should also 
include the name of the specimen, the date of the journal entry, and the place where the 
specimen was found. A beautiful quote, a scripture, or a sentence or two of an appropriate and 
beautiful transcription may also be included on the page.  
 
Our attempts at water coloring in a nature journal reveal our need to learn the skills of a 
watercolor artist. And learning the skills of a watercolor artist beg for opportunities to linger in the 
real practice that develops those skills. The two go side by side—like railroad tracks that go 
together and take us on a journey. I suggest using teaching videos available for free on YouTube. 
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There are several good instruction videos—and they are free! Here are two links you may find 
helpful to get you started: 
 
Paint with Me: Watercolor Basics for Beginners 
How to Paint Hydrangea Flowers Beginning Watercolor Tutorial  
 

Keeping a journal is not the 
only purpose of a lesson in 
nature study each week. I 
would aim for 2-5 carefully 
completed entries each 
month. You want to develop 
a love of keeping the 
journal, instead of an 
attitude of simple finishing 
the page and saying, "I'm 
done." 
 
If your child WANTS to 
spend "free time" adding 

entries to their nature study journal, it is important for them to know that each entry is to be done 
intentionally and with good care for matching COLOR, SIZE, and SHAPE.  Young children can get 
focused on the fun of using watercolors or map pencils and miss the focus on the details of 
nature, which is missing the focus on the creativity of God—our teacher.  
 
Protect the nature study journal as a place to record the times a child has looked carefully at 
something God has designed and created. And because the child has "sat at His feet", the child is 
learning to "follow God" on the pages of his or her own journal. 
 

     
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-tdgqri0ZjU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNcVBcWVnZk&feature=youtu.be
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Supplies: What Do I Need to Get Started? 

As for nature study supplies, this list includes materials I routinely use when teaching nature study: 

• Text for reference:  A Handbook of Nature Study by Anna Comstock (I also have used a
variety of other text books)

• A nature study journal for each child—and for you! The journal should have watercolor
paper and needs to lay-flat so it is easier to paint on each page

• Watercolor paints and brushes
• Water cups
• Small glass saucer—I have discovered that it is "easier" to mix watercolor paint on glass

instead in a plastic tray or the lid of the watercolors. I bought a small ceramic plate to use—
and it works very well.

• Sketching Pencils
• Paper towels will be helpful
• A color wheel is sometimes helpful when learning to mix colors

A question from an Academy Leader: 
Where can the child find the beautiful quote, Scripture, or sentence? 

My response: 
Whatever they write needs to be appropriate. in the ways of good, true, and beautiful. As a 
teacher, most often we give a quote or Scripture to the student. A child who has several years of 
practice with nature study will have gained the maturity to choose a quote or Scripture for 
themselves.  

A nature study journal is an experience that invites us to linger in the beauty of submission. The 
work of nature study is "the work of trusting and receiving" the details of the specimen and the 
language that expresses the beauty of those details. Nature study is not an assignment. It is a 
shared experience—shared with the teacher, shared with siblings and friends, and eventually 
shared with God alone. 

A Few Resource Recommendations 
Janet’s Favorite Things 
By using this link, you can find many helpful resources and support the work of John 15 Academy 
Beautiful Nature Posters 
Handbook of Nature Study 
The Julia Rothman Collection: Farm Anatomy, Nature Anatomy, and Food Anatomy 
Nature Study Journal  

https://www.pictureboxblue.com/natural-history-posters-adolphe-millot/?fbclid=IwAR2cwP9S2-RralhR9uZceMI2EfVoYh58Eg3ZzSXmuy_qEH7p_ItpI9qjajc
https://www.amazon.com/Handbook-Nature-Study-Botsford-Comstock/dp/0801493846
https://www.amazon.com/Julia-Rothman-Collection-Anatomy-Nature/dp/1612128521
https://www.amazon.com/Field-Artist-Rectangle-Watercolor-Hardbound/dp/B071Y3ZYYQ/?fbclid=IwAR0Lwp5rADH0lm13wpkrApnf1SYNKpnMnrE7hzeT0ydHr162oZavJ7rEeS8
https://www.john15academy.com/favoritethings

